Your benefits.

- Simple: From assembly to operation – intuitive and practical
- Effective: Minimize mistakes with predefined, controlled work steps
- Analytical: Data availability as a basis for statistics and process optimization
- Flexible: Adaptable due to apps and slots

The models at a glance.

**Assistent A300 | Article no.: 647.009 | Price from 6.640,- €**
- Multi-sensor camera
- Projector
- Full functionality for projection and monitoring
- Operated via external panel

**Assistent A500 | Article no.: 647.001 | Price from ab 9.980,- €**
- 8” Touch
- 1 uSlot
- 1x M8 24V I/O
- Apps for dynamic pages
- Powerful computing unit
- Suitable as master

**Assistent A600 | Article no.: 647.002 | Price from ab 12.870,- €**
- 11” Touch
- 3 uSlots
- 2x M8 24V I/O
- Powerful multi-voltage power supply
- Expandable to A600 Plus

The functions, devices and prices shown and described in the flyer are subject to ongoing development. Individual or even entire functions and features may change, be added or discontinued.

Our partners.

Your way to us.

Ulixes Robotersysteme GmbH
Blumenstraße 47
70736 Fellbach
Tel.: +49 (0)711 1377 656-0
Fax: +49 (0)711 1377 656-167
info@ulixes.de
www.ulixes.de
**Der Assistent.**

Project visual instructions directly onto the workstation. The work steps are controlled by sensors. Virtual controls create interactivity.

Less mistakes, motivated employees – Der Assistent.

---

**Touch Display**

With access to the App Store

---

**Multi-sensor camera**

With three different sensors for multifaceted checks on your work steps

---

**Projector**

Project your pictures, videos and text directly onto the workstation

---

**Digital interfaces**

Integrated 24V interface for sensors, actuators and machine linking

---

**Slots**

Expand your system!

Additional WiFi, USB, HDMI and many more

---

**Our App Store.**

Different requirements result in a specific need for functions – the App Store provides you with the range of features you need. Build your system from the large number of apps available from Ulixes, our partners and other manufacturers.

---

**The ARP.**

One platform for all applications. The software for a stable, secure, fast infrastructure. Customizable via the App Store. Of course, Der Assistent is powered by ARP.

---

It is easy to develop and integrate new apps – the free Ulixes SDK (Software Development Kit) provides you with the tools you need.